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Kūmokuhāli‘i
Hawai‘i’s Native Forests

guiding
question

what we’ll 
learn

time

materials

get started

explore

How do Hawaiʻi’s native forests gather and store freshwater?

Here in Hawaiʻi, our native forests are powerful water gatherers. They play 
an important role in generating our supply of freshwater. In this activity, we 
are going to explore how the plants in our native forests work together to 
collect and store rainwater. We’ll look at the different layers of our forests, 
from the tops of the tallest trees to the tiniest mosses on the forest floor. 

We’ll also learn about threats our native forests face today. Most importantly, 
we’ll see what we can do to help protect native forests to ensure our supply 
of freshwater into the future. E huakaʻi kākou! Let’s explore!

1.5 hours

• “The Rain Follows the Forest” worksheet on pages 3 & 4 of this guide
• “Comparing Forest Layers” activity on page 5 of this guide
• “Layers in My Yard” diagram on pages 6 & 7 of this guide
• Learning journal or blank pieces of paper

Answer the following questions in your learning journal or on a piece of 
paper. These are to get our thoughts going and see what we already know, 
so there are no right or wrong answers! 
• How do native forests in Hawaiʻi help us get our supply of freshwater? 
• What causes damage to native forests? Why are damaged or 

disappearing forests a problem?
If you can, share your answers with a family member or friend, and ask them 
to answer the questions too.

distance learning guides

WATCH → 
 The Rain Follows the Forest  

After you watch the video, go to “The Rain Follows the Forest” worksheet on 
pages 3 & 4 of this guide. Answer the questions and go back to the video to 
find the answers if you need to. Follow the worksheet to learn more about 
the layers of plants in our forest and how those layers work together to col-
lect and store freshwater.

https://vimeo.com/85955497
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Activity

reflect

explore 
more

COMPARE → 
Use the “Comparing Forest Layers” activity on page 5 of this guide to 
compare the health of two forests in Hawaiʻi.

DRAW → 
Now that you are able to identify the different layers of a forest, we’re going 
to try to do the same thing in your yard or neighborhood. Time to head 
outside! Take a minute to look around and find a good “view” that goes from 
the ground all the way to the sky, with plants in between. (There can be man-
made things in your view, but we aren’t going to focus on those.) A good way 
to narrow down your view is using a “frame.” You can take a real picture, or 
you can pretend to take a picture using your fingers as a frame.

Once you have your view framed, draw the plants that you see in the view, 
from the ground all the way to the sky, in the solid green box on the “Layers 
in My Yard” diagram. Imagine the solid box is your “frame.” The horizontal 
dashed lines will help you separate the plants into each forest layer, so you 
can draw on top of them as if they aren’t there- they are just guidelines.  

Don’t worry too much about detail. It can be a quick sketch. Pay close 
attention to scale- how tall are the plants compared to each other? Try to 
draw them with their actual height in mind. 

Label each forest layer in the small boxes on the left side. Don’t worry about 
identifying each plant or knowing it’s name. We just want to practice finding 
what layer it belongs to. 

Answer the reflection questions to dig deeper into the layers in your yard.

In your learning journal or on a piece of paper, answer these questions again: 
• How do native forests in Hawaiʻi help us get our supply of freshwater? 
• What causes damage to native forests? Why are damaged or 

disappearing forests a problem?
• How did your answers change from when we started the activity? 

What helped you come to a better understanding of the importance of 
healthy native forests?

If you can, share your answers with a family member or friend.

WATCH →  
The Rain Follows the Forest Documentary (28 mins)

READ → 
Wai Magazine 

Last Stand, The Vanishing Hawaiian Forest 

CHECK OUT →
Conservation Connections, an interactive list of conservation sites 
and programs across Hawaiʻi, including volunteer opportunities! 

https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/rain/video/
https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/WAI-2012021.pdf
https://www.nature.org/media/hawaii/the-last-stand-hawaiian-forest.pdf
http://www.conservationconnections.org
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the rain follows the forest
Hahai ka ua i ka ululā‘au
Answer these questions after you have watched “The Rain Follows the Forest” video.
Where does the water we drink and use everyday come from?

What three types of plants make up the layers of our forest?

How much of Hawaiʻi’s native forests have already been lost?

What are some of the problems that our native forests are facing today?

What are three actions we can take to help solve these problems?

Forest layers

Sea Level
The level of the  ocean’s 
surface

Evaporation
Heat from the sun 
converts ocean water
to water vapor
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Evaporation
Heat from the sun 
converts ocean water
to water vapor

Native forests 
are a wondrous, multi-layered 
natural canopy, evolving over 
millions of years, to soak up 
rainfall like a giant sponge 

that lets water drip easily and 
slowly into the ground.

Watersheds, 
primarily thick rainforest 

regions on the mountain tops 
of each Hawaiian island, are 

our Islands’ fresh water collec-
tion basin.

Loss of native forests
allows rain to fall on bare 

earth, increasing soil erosion, 
runoff and less filtering down 

to replenish the aquifer. 
Streams flood, debris lines 
ocean coasts and sediment

ration permeates 
our reefs.

HOW WE 
GET OUR WATER

Precipitation
Water vapor condenses
and falls to earth as rain
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Dike Confined Water
Groundwater trapped in 
compartments formed 
by walls of nonporous 
volcanic basalt

Spring
Groundwater released 
at the surface, fed by 
dikes, perched water or 
underground stream

Read through the following raindrops and follow their path as they fall from clouds down onto our 
native forest...

continued on next pageGraphic from Wai Magazine

https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/WAI-2012021.pdf
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FENCE BUILDER
We’ve put up close to 20 
miles of fencing covering 
about 5,000 acres of 
remote watershed areas 
on Oahu and Kauai to 
keep out large hoofed 
animals to protect native 
trees and vegetation, 
but also the habitats of 
endangered species, such 
as birds. Fencing helps 
minimize erosion and 
preserve the quality of 
the natural water filtering 
system. An avid hunter 
and outdoorsman myself, 
we are very respectful of 
the recreational aspects 
of these remote areas.

Stuart Wellington
Owner, Wellington 
Fencing Co.
Lihue, Kauai

PRIVATE LANDOWNER
Kamehameha Schools 
recognizes that 
healthy native forested 
watersheds provide us 
with a variety of critical 
services that contribute 
to the well-being of our 
beneficiaries and sustain 
life for all of Hawaii. 
As such, we greatly 
value our participation in 
seven of Hawaii’s regional 
watershed partnerships, 
which enable us to lever-
age ideas, funding and 
expertise with neighbor-
ing landowners to col-
lectively manage threats 
to our native watersheds 
on a landscape scale.

Namaka Whitehead
Ecologist
Land Assets Division,
Kamehameha Schools

FORESTER
Fighting fires in our 
forested watersheds, one 
of our most important 
functions, involves 
fighting fountain grass, 
a hardy invasive species 
that comes back to 
overtake native forest 
areas destroyed by fire. 
Since 2006, we’ve fought 
36 fires burning 31,000 
acres and costing the 
state alone $2.1 million. 
We fight back by replant-
ing thousands of trees 
annually to bring back our 
forested watersheds. Our 
Kamuela tree nursery has 
produced over 1.5 million 
native and windbreak 
tree seedlings.

Steve Bergfeld
Forester
Division of Forestry 
& Wildlife, DLNR, 
Hilo, Hawaii
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One raindrop takes about 25 years 
to pass from a mountain top native 
forest to an aquifer.forest to an aquifer.
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One raindrop takes about 25 years

Saltwater
Denser saltwater of 
seawater salinity

SOURCES: Honolulu Board of Water Supply; State of 
Hawaii, Department of Land and Natural Resources; 

and Pacific Disaster Center, www.pdc.org.

Brackish Water
Intermediate zone 
of mixed fresh 
& seawater

Head
The layer of the freshwa-
ter aquifer that lies above 
sea level
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H20  YOOUUU

ater production 
from ancient 
times to today is 
the result of our 
islands’ unique 
volcanic origins 

and indigenous vegetation. Hawaii’s 
fresh water cycle depends on the life-
giving rain captured and absorbed by 
healthy native forests to sustain all of 
life on our islands:

1. CLOUDS FORM as trade winds push 
moist air, created by evaporation of 
ocean water, over high cool mountain 
ranges. 

2. RAIN RESULTS when saturated cloud 
vapor condenses to water.

3. Ua (rain), beloved by native 
Hawaiians as the preserver of the land 
(kahiko o ke akua), falls on native for-
est tree leaves and branches, and low 
spongy growth that thrives on the forest 
floor. Also, mist passing through the 
forest condenses on the leaves, providing 
additional water.  

4. RAINWATER SEEPS through soil and 
rock to each island’s natural under-
ground reservoirs formed by lava flows 
– called aquifers – for storage. Rainwa-
ter also nourishes roots in the ground 
and flows into surface streams. 

5. THE WATER in underground aquifers 
pools in large lens-shaped bodies to be 
tapped by wells and tunnels to supply 
almost all of our vital drinking water.

Since the forest layers slow down rainfall and soak it up like a giant sponge, the raindrops are able to 
slowly drip underground. They travel through the layers of rock that make up our islands, down into the 
aquifer, our natural underground water storage tank. We use wells and pumps to access this supply of 
freshwater. Native forests help keep our aquifers filled. And that’s not all our native forests do...

= canopy

= understory

= groundcover

First they encounter the canopy, 
the tallest trees in the forest like 
koa and ʻōhiʻa. The raindrops 
hit the leaves and branches, 
collecting there until...

they slowly drip 
down to the 
understory layer, 
on to shrubs, small 
trees, and ferns 
like hāpuʻu.

Finally, the rain-
drops make their 
way down to the 
forest floor, where 
they encounter the 
groundcover layer, 
mosses and small 
ferns.

That’s right, native forests actually gather MORE water than non-native forests or bare ground by 
collecting moisture from passing clouds. And they stop dirt from washing into streams and the ocean. 

Our native forests are Kūmokuhāliʻi, upright, earthbound elements that define an area and spread out 
over the lands. 

As the raindrops fall, they make their way through the 
layers of plants in our forest...

AQUIFER = 
 UNDERGROUND 
 “WATER STORAGE TANK”

‘O Kūmokuhāli‘i, ‘ohiwai o ka ‘āina
 Kūmokuhāli‘i, water gatherer of the land

Graphic from
The Rain Follows

 the Forest

https://vimeo.com/85955497
https://vimeo.com/85955497
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Forest 1 Forest 2

Comparing Forest Layers

What differences or similarities do you notice between the groundcover in Forest 1 and Forest 2? 
Understory? Canopy? (Pay close attention to the types and density of plants growing in each).

What kinds of human activities do you think may have damaged that forest? 

Which photo would you say is a healthy, intact native forest? Why? Which forest has been damaged?
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Layers in My Yard
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1. How many plants were in the groundcover layer? Understory? Canopy?

2. What layer had the most plants present in your yard or neighborhood? What layer
    had the least? 

3. How do you think your yard or neighborhood compares to a healthy native forest? 
    Can it collect as much rain water and send it to the aquifer?

Layers in My Yard 
Digging deep - reflection questions


